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Abstract 

The end of the nineteenth century marks the beginni ngs of the 

popular music industry. Although the symbolic figur es of this 

period are undoubtedly the decadent music-hall star s, the 

situation for the majority of musicians was all but  glamorous. 

As their working conditions ineluctably deteriorate d from the 

1870s onwards, many started to consider the possibl e benefits 

of unionization.  

In this context, modest instrumentalists often chos e to 

leave their country of origin in search of better 

opportunities abroad, while music-hall singers were  touring 

the world in the hope of increasing their audience.  This 
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international professional mobility lead to numerou s artistic 

exchanges. It also facilitated militant transfers b etween the 

newly formed musicians' unions.  

This paper examines the progress of the music indus try and 

its impact on the conditions of performing musician s in 

Britain, France and the United-States from the 1870 s to the 

1920s. Keeping in mind the wider evolution of the t raditional 

labour movement, we study the emergence of musician s’ unions 

in these international circumstances and analyze th e 

transnational relations between the French, British  and 

American associations, which culminated in the crea tion of the 

1904 International Confederation of Musicians. Fina lly, as 

unions were exchanging ideas and ultimately influen cing each 

other, we consider the possibilities and impossibil ities of 

transnational militant transfers in an industry whe re the 

attitude towards art and labour was essential and u ltimately 

so rooted in national identity. 

 

Introduction 

At the end of the year 1893, tensions had arisen in  New York 

between the conductor Walter Damrosch and the Ameri can 

National League of Musicians founded in 1886. Again st the 

union’s persistent demands, the conductor was emplo ying a non-

unionist Danish cellist in his orchestra. Damrosch was himself 

a member of the union and knew its rules all too we ll as he 

had already been fined for a similar offence. Spect acularly, 

during a representation at the Carnegie Hall on the  

seventeenth of December 1893, as Damrosch raised hi s baton to 
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signal the start of the concert, not one musician m oved, 

leaving the room filled with an uncomfortable silen ce. Though 

the audience protested and even sided with the cond uctor, this 

demonstration of power was the only entertainment t hey would 

witness that night, as the concert was ultimately c ancelled. 

More importantly, the conductor was fined once agai n and the 

Danish musician was dismissed. The power of the uni on had been 

established.  

Whether it was praised or criticized, this act of 

resistance on the part of American artists had a re sounding 

effect on professional musicians around the world. After all 

this was the first time that musicians had so publi cly stepped 

out of their artistic role to become for a moment s imple 

workers. The impact of the event was particularly s trong in 

France and Britain where, in 1893, the future of mu sicians’ 

unionization was still uncertain. Admittedly, since  1890 a 

French Syndicat des Artistes Dramatiques, Lyriques et 

Musiciens  had achieved some success. It was predominantly 

active on the judiciary field and notably obtained the first 

legislations on health and safety in secondary thea tres in 

1893 and on artistic agencies in 1894. 1 But it could only dream 

of leading such a concerted action when, until its disbanding 

in 1895, its principal struggle was to make its mem bers pay 

their fees. 2   

In Britain, the Amalgamated Musicians’ Union (AMU) was 

formed only seven months prior to the Damrosch inci dent. It 

was thus received as an encouraging omen, the confi rmation 

that the tools of traditional unionism were perfect ly 
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applicable to the musical field. Enthused by the ac hievement 

of their American colleagues, AMU musicians from Li verpool 

refused to play, in June 1894, when their manager s uggested he 

could open his theatre for three extra weeks if the y agreed a 

cut in their wages. The quarrel resulted in full wa ges for all 

the musicians except the horn players. This first s uccess 

attracted new members to the union across the whole  of 

Britain. 3   

For more conservative professionals, the Carnegie H all 

episode was a most shocking account, unworthy of mu sicians’ 

respectability. Amongst others, the London Orchestr al 

Association, which emerged in 1893 too, was quite e mbarrassed 

by this display of public hostility. In fact, it fe lt 

comforted by the notion that musicians could only i mprove 

their situation by keeping a low profile. In Januar y 1894 it 

thus felt ready to unconditionally declare its mode rate aims: 

'This Association was established essentially for d efence, and 

it must be borne in mind that when the Association is well 

armed for defence it must not become its purpose to  be 

aggressive. The Executive Committee must at all tim es be calm 

and proof against any instigation to precipitate ac ts'. 4 

The circumstances of the American conflict are symp tomatic 

of the developing concert industry with its large a udiences 

and cosmopolitan orchestras. Its resonance on Frenc h and 

British musicians is indicative of the internationa l dimension 

taken by the music domain in the last third of the nineteenth 

century. At a time when the advance of the press an d transport 

drastically increased global communication, transna tional 
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musical relations were remarkably intense and playe d a crucial 

role in the growing success of popular music worldw ide. As we 

will see, many artists, singers and instrumentalist s were in 

effect touring the globe, making compulsory stops i n France, 

Britain and the United States, which remained the t hree main 

centres of Western musical life until after the end  of the 

First World War.   

This unprecedented situation facilitated the exchan ge of 

moderate and conservative ideas between the most sk illed 

musicians. But as the music milieu was democratisin g, it also 

created the perfect conditions for more radical mil itant 

dialogues and transfers between British, French and  American 

professional musicians who were starting to organiz e 

themselves into unions. 

It is obvious that the history of musicians’ unions  has to 

be put into the broader perspective of the history of 

traditional labour organizations, and we will refer  to this 

from time to time. Characteristically, they follow a similar 

pattern: the evolution from mutual protective assoc iations to 

closed elitist craft unions then to more opened ind ustrial 

groups and finally confederations. But in many resp ects these 

evolutions are the direct consequences of the emerg ing musical 

industry and of the changes it creates for the arti stic 

profession. Musicians appear to be doing all they c an to 

distinguish themselves from mainstream workers and,  perhaps in 

some ways, rightly so.  

The opposition between art and labour is central to  the 

way they think about themselves. This attitude is q uite 
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unique, even within the artistic field. Music, unli ke painting 

for instance, is originally immaterial and thus his torically 

it did not have a value. Court musicians would rece ive a 

pension to allow them create freely. It was never a  payment in 

exchange for a production. 5 Only the vulgar street musician was 

paid for his song. It may seem to be a rhetorical s ubtlety but 

the distinction is in fact essential. The industria lization of 

music shook these long established truths and force d musicians 

not only to put a value on their work, but to fight  for it. 

The accent put on art by late-nineteenth-century pe rformers 

was a way of resisting these changes; it was also a  response 

to their low symbolic status, at a time when only c omposers 

were respected. By reclaiming their artistic nature  musicians 

were trying to gain a lost legitimacy.  

The study of early musicians’ organizations present s some 

obstacles. At the end of the nineteenth century, th e musical 

milieu was extremely divided and this impacted dire ctly on the 

development of unions. Performers and teachers, ski lled and 

unskilled musicians, instrumentalists and singers, 

instrumentalists from legitimate and secondary thea tres, 

music-hall instrumentalists and music-hall singers,  army 

orchestras and civil orchestras, etc. etc., would r arely join 

forces, so drastically opposed was the nature of th eir work, 

their artistic and economic status.  

The best illustration of this phenomenon was the fa ct that 

singers, be they lyrical or popular, traditionally enrolled in 

associations formed by actors rather than musicians . Singers, 

like actors, were indeed stage artists, reaping mos t of the 
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audience’s interest and recognition as well as the performance 

fees. Meanwhile, instrumentalists were, for the mos t part 

hidden from the public eye and existed only as part  of another 

anonymous performing ensemble. Whereas they enjoyed  strong 

group socialization, singers mainly worked on their  own. In 

the end the two groups had very little working expe rience in 

common, except of course for the performance of mus ic itself.  

Therefore, until the 1890s, musicians formed multip le 

small associations whose influence was originally l imited to a 

town or a region. By definition they had very littl e power and 

were doomed to be short-lived. The body of sources available 

to the researcher is thus vast and scattered and so  attempting 

to draw an absolute chronology of musicians’ unions  is an 

arduous endeavour. 

In this article we will mostly be concerned with tw o types 

of professional musicians: instrumentalists and mus ic-hall 

singers. As we will soon observe, they represented both ends 

of the nineteenth-century music industry. They were  also the 

most mobile and the most active in terms of unioniz ation. As 

music turned into a popular leisure activity and th e ability 

to play a musical instrument became a requisite of any 

respectable Victorian education(for young women in 

particular), teachers formed the majority of the mu sic 

contingent at the turn of the century. 6 But in many respects 

the domestic nature of their activity and its relat ive 

immobility protected them from the radical changes experienced 

by performing artists.  
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This paper aims to examine the changing state of th e music 

trade from the end of the nineteenth century to the  1920s and 

the conditions of performing musicians during this period in 

France, Britain and the United States. We will stud y how these 

circumstances lead to the unionization of musicians  and will 

consider the ways in which the industialization of music 

impacted on the nature of musicians’ unions in the three 

countries at stake. We will then analyze the transn ational 

relations between early French, British and America n 

musicians’ unions and we will try to determine how these 

interactions shaped the development of these organi zations 

both nationally and internationally. This study wil l not be 

fully tripartite though, as the American venture wi ll be 

principally considered through its influence on Fre nch and 

British unions. 

A fourth influential territory could have been incl uded in 

this cross-national landscape: Germany. The case of  skilled 

German instrumentalists is especially interesting a s many 

played in British, French and American orchestras a t the turn 

of the nineteenth century and notably, their presen ce was 

predominant in every early American musicians’ asso ciation. 7 

Typically, Walter Damrosch’s orchestra was composed  of many 

German nationals not to mention Damrosch himself. 8 We will 

touch on this side of the story sporadically  but for reasons 

of time mainly we are consciously, though not witho ut any 

regret, consigning most of this aspect to further r esearch.     

 

The entertainment industry 
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Musicians’ unions, like most traditional labour mov ements, 

emerged in the dual context of an ever expanding in dustry and 

ever degrading working conditions. The second half of the 

nineteenth century marked the birth of the ‘enterta inment 

industry’ in Europe and the United States. It then relied 

essentially on the development of popular public co ncerts. The 

success of recorded music, which we still today ass ociate with 

the concept of a music industry (for how long thoug h?),  only 

started in the 1910s with the invention of the reco rd and 

triumphed at the end of the 1940s with the introduc tion of the 

microgroove. True, the Edison wax cylinder had made  the 

recording of music available to the public since 18 89. But if 

this technology  was revolutionary, it never became a household 

device. The expansion of the nineteenth-century mus ic industry 

changed the life and work of musicians once and for  all and 

from its very start it exposed all the challenges l ying ahead 

for artists.  

 

  The conditions of performing musicians 

British Victorian and Edwardian popular entertainme nt will 

forever be associated with the fame of the first mu sic-hall 

stars such as Marie Lloyd, Albert Chevalier or Harr y Lauder. 

Yet, the reality for most musicians, and especially  secondary 

orchestral instrumentalists, could not have been fu rther from 

this picture postcard imagery. The fates of music-h all stars, 

like those of the privileged musicians of legitimat e theatres, 

were in fact the exceptions in a profession where s truggle and 

destitution dominated.     
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As the success of popular concerts grew, competitio n 

within the music professional market soared. Encour aged by the 

development of music publishing and cheaper musical  

instruments, many amateurs saw in musicianship an e asy way to 

make money in a booming industry. Thus, when the Br itish 

population almost doubled between 1879 and 1930, th e number of 

musicians (including music teachers) is thought to have 

multiplied by seven, jumping from seven thousands t o fifty 

thousand. 9 Prior to this,  academies, conservatoires and 

traditional professional associations could, to som e extent, 

control the access to the profession. Now they foun d 

themselves incapable of channelling this new mass o f self-

proclaimed musicians and daunted by the challenges of a 

capitalist musical industry.  

Many newcomers were highly unqualified and ready to  accept 

any position at any condition. As with any other tr ade, the 

competition between skilled and unskilled musicians  

efficiently eroded the profession’s wages. In addit ion, 

numerous publicans realized they could increase the ir 

clientèle by providing music and entertainment. Mor e and more 

taverns were thus converted into music and theatre rooms. But 

the welfare of employees was the least of their con cerns and 

acceptable security and hygiene standards were rare ly met.  

Before the 1870s, some regulations did attempt to c ontrol 

the development of these places of entertainment. H owever, 

they mostly aimed at protecting moral values and pr eserving 

the privileges of legitimate theatres rather than a ttempting 

to regulate the working conditions of musicians. Th us, until 
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1867, French cafés wishing to provide entertainment  for their 

patrons were not allowed to display artists in cost ume. Décor 

other than a fixed curtain were strictly forbidden and, behind 

the performers, elegantly dressed women had to sit in a semi-

circle called ‘ la corbeille ’ (‘the basket’), to convey a sense 

of respectability to the establishment. 10 Aside from this last 

Gallic eccentricity, the British 1737 Theatre Act  imposed some 

similar restrictions on unlicensed theatres. 11  

Yet no general legislation on the working status of  

musicians was passed before the beginning of the tw entieth 

century. As the industrialization of music drastica lly changed 

the nature of musicians’ occupation, the very defin ition of 

musicianship became a problem for the legislator. E ven if 

musicians could be considered to be employees of a theatre: 

who was to determine the length of working days or the 

remuneration of working hours? This resounding lack  of 

regulation resulted in ruthless management, especia lly for 

instrumentalists performing in music halls and seco ndary 

theatres.  

Contracts depended wholly on the goodwill of direct ors 

whose entrepreneurial thirst was rarely tainted by humanist 

feelings. Musicians who were absent through illness  often 

returned to work to find that someone else had repl aced them 

for good. Amongst other things, rehearsals, which t ook several 

hours of the day, went for a long time unpaid. Of c ourse, if 

musicians dared to protest against their treatment they were 

happily shown the door where many anxious candidate s where 

waiting to replace them.  
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Pushed to the limit by their meagre salaries, artis ts 

often multiplied simultaneous contracts inside or o utside the 

music trade. From the mid-1890s onwards, a system o f ‘twice-

nightly’ performances was further introduced, exten ding the 

length of working days that little bit more. Finall y 

engagements were mostly short-term, ranging from we ekly to 

seasonal. Musicians were thus perpetually forced in to 

unemployment and, so as to find work more efficient ly, 

registered with an agency which could cipher up to twenty-

five-per-cent off their salaries. The expression ‘o rchestra 

pit’ suddenly seemed to take on a whole new meaning .  

 

  The mobility of performing musicians 

In this context, mobility became, more than ever, a n essential 

feature of musicians’ lives. Of course, from the Re naissance 

onwards, it was common for street musicians to trav el from 

town to town in order not to saturate their audienc e and to 

earn sufficient money to get by. In fact ‘immobilit y’ has 

always been something of a historical anomaly, the privilege 

of a handful of musicians attached to a Church, a c ourt or 

later a national orchestra. Until the 1850s though,  musicians’ 

peregrinations were mainly regional. With the 

industrialization of music and the progress in tran sport and 

communication in the last third of the century, the y embraced 

a larger national and soon international dimension.   

Typically, most musicians spent the winter months i n the 

large urban centres where all the work was then con centrated. 

Later, during the summer season, they were obliged to change 
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scene and gravitated to the seaside resorts, temple s of the 

new holidaymakers. According to the 1871 census, th e 

population of Blackpool then varied from 6,000 inha bitants in 

winter to 600,000 in summer. Musicians logically fo llowed 

their audience wherever they went and tried to earn  wages in 

hotels and casinos.  

A growing number of musicians also performed abroad . In 

the case of music hall this type of itinerancy was often 

extremely organized and artistes were rarely left t o 

themselves. Impresarios travelled around Europe and  the United 

States in the hope to find the new talents that wou ld delight 

their public back home. A year after the Entente Cordiale  

between France and Great Britain was signed, the en trepreneur 

Thomas Barrasford even set up an Anglo-French compa ny of 

performers who successively toured in his halls in France and 

Britain. 12 Joining such a troupe meant not having to worry 

about the next contract or the next season.  

Amongst others, Harry Fragson, a London born singer  who 

was French on his father’s side, enjoyed a dual car eer in 

France and Britain, switching languages, accents an d 

repertoires as he criss-crossed the Channel. 13 A success in 

‘Gay Paree’ for a British singer was equivalent to a success 

in London for a French singer: the first step towar ds 

international recognition. In both cases, a breakth rough in 

the United States represented the ultimate internat ional 

consecration, enhancing in return any national care er. The 

French singer Anna Held luckily took this path. Aft er one of 

her performance in London in 1896 she was approache d by the 
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American producer Florenz Ziegfeld. She soon became  his wife, 

moved to New York and became one of Broadway’s favo urite stars 

of the 1910s and 1920s. 14 Although the American public adopted 

her, she always remained the exotic French artist s he had been 

when she first set foot in the United States.  

Admittedly a few orchestras such as the French Les 

Concerts Lamoureux, The British Hallé Orchestra and  the New 

York Philharmonic earned a fame of their own and to ured the 

world like any other renowned solo artist would. Bu t for most 

orchestral musicians, performing abroad was first a nd foremost 

a question of survival. At a time when the London s tage was 

booming in the 1870s and 1880s, European instrument alists 

perceived the British capital as their best chance to make a 

living in music. Some, more adventurous, even cross ed the 

Atlantic. 15 The earlier centralization of French and German 

musical education meant that Britain and the United  States 

were comparatively late in implementing a high qual ity music 

instruction. They were thus generally less qualifie d than 

their European colleagues. 16 But this situation began to change 

at the end of the 1880s. The French musical paper L’Europe 

Artiste  described in February 1894 how ‘boatloads’ of 

‘ravenous’ continental musicians arrived every day in London, 

imagining the city ‘paved with gold’ only to find t heir 

illusions quickly shattered. 17 As more influential music 

institutions were created, the skills of British an d American 

musicians were improving; they were also protecting  themselves 

from foreign competition by forming new professiona l 

organizations.  
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The mobility of musicians also greatly facilitated 

transnational artistic exchanges. As artists and di rectors 

exported their acts and skills aboard and imported some back 

home in return, internationalism often became 

interculturalism. The French revue format was, for instance, a 

major source of inspiration for both British variet y and 

American vaudeville in the early days of the twenti eth 

century. The presence of ballet dancers within Fren ch and 

American light entertainment of the 1910s was a dir ect 

importation of a long established British tradition . Finally 

the success of Foxtrot songs in the European popula r 

repertoire of the time was a distinctly American in fluence. 

Many French artists took English sounding names: Ma x Dearly, 

Alice Delysia, William Burtey, Little Chrysia, Loui se Daisy, 

amongst others. 18 Many British and American female singers 

insisted on having their name preceded by a glamoro us 

Mademoiselle . 

 

Musicians’ unions: a transnational awakening 

In some respects the itinerancy of musicians put a brake on 

the emergence of much needed unions. The wandering musician 

was rarely able to sign in and defend his rights in  the long 

term. Which local union should he join anyway when he did not 

even work in the same region all through the year? And how 

could conflicts with a theatrical director be effic iently 

solved if the personnel were constantly changing? N evertheless 

these circumstances also helped unify the musical m ilieu and 

spread the unionist word. As they changed employers  and 
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colleagues on a regular basis, musicians realized t hat their 

situation was not unique and that others shared sim ilar 

difficulties. In this way national and transnationa l dialogues 

between artists and their associations were greatly  

facilitated. 

 

Musicians organize themselves 

Not differing from traditional Labour History, nume rous 

musical professional organizations anticipated in t he UK, 

France and the United States the establishment of u nions as 

such. On the one hand, there were many mutual benef it 

societies that tried to help musicians and their fa milies 

through sickness, unemployment, retirement and deat h. Many of 

these did not disappear with the emergence of union s. Amongst 

others were The Royal Society of Musicians of Great  Britain 

instituted in 1780, the French Association des Artistes 

Musiciens  (AAM) created in 1848 and the American Musical Fun d 

Society of 1849. These were high-profile associatio ns that 

were open to artists who could prove their musician ship. 

Paradoxically, their respectable veneer sometimes a llowed them 

to act beyond the traditional roles of mutual insur ance. For 

instance the AAM, headed by the reputable Baron Tay lor, opened 

a powerful judiciary bureau. It sued many directors  who had 

litigiously fired an artist or refused to pay the w ages stated 

in the contract, etc. 19 Laws as such were rarely disputed 

though; it was their application that was called in to 

question. 
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A second strain of pre-union societies aimed primar ily at 

protecting the artistic status of the profession by  

restraining its access. This is typical of the clos ed craft 

unions. In this way, it was thought, the social rec ognition of 

musicians could be fair and justified. By means of strict 

examinations and recommendations by peers, only ski lled 

artists were allowed to join. This form of control was mostly 

relevant to teachers and legitimate theatre instrum entalists 

who experienced privileged working conditions.  

In France, the Académie Royale de Musique founded in 1669 

and its nineteenth-century follower, the Conservatoire , played 

this role. In Britain, the schools of music present  in every 

major university fulfilled a comparable position; t he Royal 

Academy of Music created in 1822 was indeed far les s powerful 

than its French counterpart. Later, the more centra lized 

National Society of Professional Musicians of 1882,  the 

Incorporated Society of Musicians of 1892 and the U nion of 

Graduates in Music of 1893 followed similar elitist  goals. One 

of the limitations of these movements was that not only did 

they impose professional canons, they also favoured  very 

specific forms of music. As the popular music indus try became 

the largest employers of musicians, their restraine d 

definition of the professional and his art suddenly  appeared 

obsolete.  

 

Musicians’ unions 

Many musicians’ associations, which were in effect ‘unions’, 

were often reluctant to adopt the name for fear it would 
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tarnish the respectability of their members, this i s a common 

feature of traditional labour group of the late nin eteenth and 

early twentieth century. In the case of musicians, the 

artistic nature of their occupation made this posit ioning even 

more problematic and determining. Musicians recogni zed the 

necessity of improving their conditions and they we re starting 

to acknowledge that musicianship was changing. But the 

conflating of interests of art and labour, implied by the use 

of the word ‘union’, was simply unbearable to most of them. 

This is why some associations studied here neither bear the 

name nor declare themselves ‘union’.  

The American National Musical Association, founded in 

1871, may well have been the first veritable union to emerge 

from the three countries under consideration. Altho ugh its 

influence remained limited during its ten years of activity, 

it opened seventeen local branches and remarkably, its scope 

was already national when, on the other side of the  Atlantic, 

musicians were struggling to unite at all. In the 1 870s, 

France and Britain had some success in doing so onl y locally. 

In 1872, a short-lived Chambre Syndicale des Choristes , 

gathering members of the chorus, was registered in Paris. 1874 

saw the creation of the Manchester Musical Artistes ’ 

Protective Association and the Birmingham Orchestra l 

Association in Britain. Two years later, in 1876, t he Syndicat 

des Artistes Instrumentistes  de Paris (SAIP) was created in 

France. 20 The organization, which lasted until 1882, was in 

fact very weak. It was torn between the necessity t o improve 

the fate of instrumentalists, the will to promote t he musical 
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art and to set musicians apart in the world of labo ur. The 

title of its official journal exemplified this dile mma very 

well: Le Progrès Artistique  (literally ‘artistic progress’).  

Interestingly, the use of the word ‘syndicat’ did n ot seem 

as problematic to French musicians as that of ‘unio n’ to their 

Anglophone colleagues. As the mildness of these fir st French 

associations’ actions suggests, this Gallic particu larity had 

more to do with the specific nature of politics and  

legislation in France than to the stronger militant  

inclinations of its musical professionals.  

Larger and better-structured unions emerged during the two 

following decades. Modern militant labour organizat ions were 

making the most of the failures of traditional prot ective 

artistic societies. Supplanting the 1886 American N ational 

League of Musicians, the American Federation of Mus icians 

(AFM), which still exists today, was founded in 189 6. It was a 

huge movement, one of its New York subdivision repr esenting 

more than ten thousand members alone. From the very  start, it 

joined the American Federation of Labor; a controve rsial 

decision that proved decisive for its future accomp lishments. 21 

At its peak, the 1890 Syndicat des Artistes Dramatiques, 

Lyriques et Musiciens (SADLM), mentioned in the introduction, 

gathered nearly seven thousand members. 22 Even if we suppose 

that only half of these were actually paying their fees, the 

syndicat  was still significantly bigger than its predecesso rs 

the AAM and the SAIP, which at their most hardly re ached two 

thousand members. The larger scale of the associati on was due 

to the fact that it welcomed not only instrumentali sts and 
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singers but also actors. One of its major pleas was  the 

recognition of musicians as workers - a measure whi ch would 

have allowed them to appeal to industrial tribunals . 23 Although 

the unions disbanded ten years before the status wa s finally 

granted in 1905, this demand marked a decisive turn  for French 

unions. 

In 1893 the Amalgamated Musicians’ Union (AMU) was the 

first British musicians’ organization to assume the  ‘U-word’ 

unlike the London Orchestral Association (later Nat ional 

Orchestral Association – NOA) established the same year. 24 As 

we will see in the next part, the AMU originated so me very 

radical directives which brought it many industrial  victories. 

According to J.B. Williams, founder and General Sec retary of 

the AMU, ‘the snobbish pride of many musicians who considered 

they would lower their dignity and prestige if they  joined 

other wage-earners in the Trade Union Movement’ was  the 

biggest difficulty the union encountered. 25 After years of 

conflicts with the NOA, both associations merged in  1921 and 

formed the powerful British Musicians’ Union which still 

thrives today. It originally united around twenty-t wo thousand 

musicians, merely a tenth of which were former NOA members. 

Snobbishness seemed to have reached its limits. In the 

meantime many more French unions were founded and a lmost 

immediately dissolved. In 1901, the Syndicat des Artistes 

Musiciens de Paris  joined forces with other local associations 

to form the Fédération des Artistes Musiciens de France  in 

1902 - the first real French national musicians’ un ion. By 

1912 it included forty-two local unions and ten tho usand 
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members, more than any previous French musicians’ o rganization 

and approximately the same of the British AMU. 

 

From correspondents to transnational combination 

If the chronology varies slightly, the creation of musicians’ 

unions in Britain, France and the United States was  greatly 

motivated by the successes and failures of unioniza tion in 

each respective country. Encouraged by their intern ational 

mobility, there was a strong feeling amongst artist s that any 

achievement abroad was a potential victory at home and that 

ultimately they were all fighting together.  

Unions’ journals from the time make a very interest ing 

case study in that respect. Instrumentalists workin g abroad 

sent articles back to their union. They often gave news about 

the musical life of the country where they were wor king. They 

also sent reports on the actions undertaken by fore ign 

musicians’ associations. Some unionists became offi cial 

‘correspondents’. They coordinated the selling of m ilitant 

literature to their fellow expatriates. They met lo cal unions’ 

representatives and occasionally acted as delegates  for their 

country in meetings with foreign associations. Some times, like 

one correspondent of the AMU in Johannesburg, they even helped 

set up a union from scratch. 26 Journals were also filled with 

foreign work advertisements. They would offer speci al deals to 

musicians wishing to cross the Channel; even on occ asion going 

so far as providing the timetables for the ferries.  

In the 1890s, the progress of American musicians wa s 

particularly admired, as their force and unity was envied by 
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both British and French unionists. This is what we observed 

with the Carnegie Hall incident. The American examp le was 

unashamedly instrumentalized to help debunk the har shest 

criticisms. Hence when the creation of the AMU face d strong 

opposition in the British musical press in 1893, th e union 

retorted by publishing in its official organ a long  address 

from the President of the Musical Mutual Protective  Union of 

New York (part of the National League of Musicians) , relating 

the advance of his association. ‘The beneficial inf luence of 

our Union was felt in other directions,’ he declare d. ‘With 

the demand for higher wages came a demand for bette r 

performers, ability began to assert itself, the cha ff was 

sifted from the wheat and the standard of our profe ssion was 

gradually raised’. 27 This was a direct answer to those 

professionals who believed that the elevation of mu sicians’ 

teaching and image was the key to better wages and that on the 

contrary unions could only deteriorate their status  and 

consequently their working conditions. The followin g year the 

journal La France Théâtrale , organ of the SADLM ,  printed over 

two issues a history of the American National Leagu e of 

Musicians, presenting at length its status and its aims. 28 The 

subtitle to the article clearly stated the purpose of 

reporting the American endeavours: the ‘improvement  of the 

position of musicians in France’. 29  

By inviting foreign unionists to official meetings and by 

reporting in the professional press what was happen ing for 

musicians abroad, unions were trying to instil moti vation and 

faith in professionals who, for the most part, rema ined 
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reluctant to join a labour affiliated association. They were 

also looking for inspiration. 

 

Militant exchanges and transfers 

The difficulties that musicians had to face in Brit ain, France 

and the United States were very similar: the perver se system 

of agencies, the absence of a minimum wage, the abs ence of a 

standard contract, the difficult relationship with conductors 

and theatre directors, the competition from militar y and 

foreign musicians, the treatment of so-called ‘amat eur’ 

musicians, etc. In this unified international conte xt it then 

seemed logical for unionists to try and import any successful 

solution implemented by their foreign counterparts.  The form 

of organization to adopt and the types of actions t o lead were 

distinctively well observed.  

 

Amateurs, women and popular musicians 

The attitude of unions towards amateurs was a cruci al question 

that divided musicians. Untrained musicians were in vading the 

musical market and, though merely a cog in the musi c industry 

machine, they were held responsible for most of the  economic 

problems then facing musicians. Their growing numbe r and 

meagre art had to be tackled. Unskilled workers con stituted a 

problem across the entire trade union movement. The  

specificity with musicians was that amongst these s o-called 

amateurs were in fact numerous part-time skilled 

professionals. In order to supplement their insuffi cient 

artistic salary, many were indeed forced to find an other 
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source of income in a traditional trade. The most h igh-

qualified musicians felt that the inclusion of amat eurs and 

semi-professionals was totally unsustainable, as it  

represented a threat to their symbolic status. To t hem, ‘real’ 

musicians could only be full-time learned musicians . In terms 

of union efficiency, the inclusion of both amateurs  and semi-

professionals was of course the best solution. This  

classically new unionist choice increased the membe rship of 

the organizations and thus provided a robust statur e for 

future conflicts. Importantly, it diminished the ri sks of 

unfair competition and, in this way, enforced the 

establishment of a minimum wage, which had always b een the 

principle demand of unions.  

The British AMU was the first union to make a posit ive 

statement on that matter. Its status clearly specif ied: 

‘anyone practising the art of music’ could join. 30 This implied 

amateurs as well women whose access to most profess ional 

associations was equally under dispute. It also mea nt that 

musicians of all specialities could join: theatre a s well as 

music halls instrumentalists. ‘There is no bad musi c’, the 

General Secretary said. ‘All music is good’ and ‘go od music 

does not mean classical music’. 31 With the same progressive 

fervour the union denied access to conductors and a rmy bands 

with whom they often had a conflict of interest. It  had also 

become affiliated to the Trade Union Congress as ea rly as May 

1894.  

The 1902 Fédération des Artistes Musiciens  (FAM) was 

clearly inspired by the statutory system of the AMU . Its 
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founders understood that openness would increase th eir power 

and influence. ‘Anyone declaring themselves musicia ns’ could 

be admitted ‘without any restrictions’. 32 This was a ground-

breaking stance for French musicians. Local unions registered 

at their Bourse du Travail , officializing their links with 

traditional trades. Interestingly, following a more  

conservative line, the federation also sought legit imate 

support. The renowned composers Gustave Charpentier  and Alfred 

Bruneau accepted the joint presidency of honour of the 

association. As we have seen earlier with the 1876 Association 

Syndicale de Artistes-Musiciens Instrumentistes de Paris , 

artistic respectability was vital for French unions . It seemed 

extremely difficult for most unionists to unconditi onally 

assert, like the American National League of Musici ans did in 

1887, that musicians were ‘laborers in the field of  music’. 33 

Labour actions always had to be validated by an add itional 

artistic discourse if not by legitimate figures of the musical 

domain. This is still the case for contemporary Fre nch unions.  

 

Industrial alliances 

Another subject of exchanges concerned the confeder ative 

system. The British AMU admired the French example.  In 1919 

the French FAM was disbanded so that every one of i ts unions 

could directly adhere to the Fédération du Spectacle CGT , the 

art division of the French general trade confederat ion. This 

meant that instrumentalists could now team up with lyrical 

singers, chorus singers, actors, writers and also t heatrical 

employees. 34 Thus, a trade federation gave way to an industrial  
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confederation. This form of grouping made complete sense in 

the case of theatre where instrumentalists, singers  and non-

musicians shared the same employer. In the event of  conflicts 

with a director and even more so during a strike, t he 

different unions represented within the confederati on could 

stand together and thus have more chance to see the ir demands 

satisfied. 

As a British delegate wrote in 1919, ‘the success a ttained 

by the French Society brings to the front again the  suggestion 

put forward in this country for a society to amalga mate the 

Actors’ Association, The Variety Artistes’ Federati on, the 

National Association of Theatrical Employees, and t he 

Musicians’ Union’. 35 In the end this amalgamation was never 

achieved but the motivation was there. From 1900 on wards, the 

AMU had managed to establish this type of vertical cooperation 

by signing alliances with the Society of Waiters, t he 

Theatrical and Music-hall Workers’ Union  and later, the 

National Association of Theatrical Employees. Typic ally, they 

regularly protested as one to oppose to renewal of the 

licences of unscrupulous theatre or music-hall dire ctors.  

In the early days of the twentieth century the AMU was 

also becoming more and more vocal within the Trade Union 

Congress, tying stronger links at the political lev el. Many 

problems faced by musicians were discussed at the a nnual 

sessions of the TUC from 1907 onwards, especially t he soaring 

competition of army and navy bands. 36 From this date, which 

corresponds to the first general strike lead by Bri tish 

musicians, J.B. Williams, Chairman of the AMU, beca me a member 
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of the TUC Parliamentary Committee. He even had the  honour of 

appearing on the group photos published in the firs t pages of 

the TUC reports for the year 1909.  

 

Direct Action 

In case of conflicts, the dilemma of whether or not  to use 

strike or any form of direct action was as palpable  for 

musicians as it was for other workers. The British AMU and the 

NOA were fundamentally opposed on this point. Disag reements 

within the American National League of Musicians on  this 

matter resulted in the emergence of the American Fe deration of 

Musicians. Once more the cherished respectability o f musicians 

and the reluctance to use working men’s methods oft en stopped 

them from implementing what a conservative musical observer 

described as ‘violence in pursuit of [...] illegal objects’. 37 

The public dimension of performers' occupation also  meant that 

not only did they have to justify any direct action  to 

themselves, they also had to face the opinion of th e audience 

who were literally 'watching' them. The choices mad e by 

foreign musicians were here again studied closely. 

The 1893 Damrosch incident was a turning point. The  

American union had sabotaged a performance. They ha d also 

challenged the directorship of the almighty conduct or in view 

of the public and for many, musicians and theatre g oers, this 

was simply unthinkable. Hierarchy was extremely cod ified and 

respected amongst orchestras. Conductors were at th e summit of 

this pyramidal system but they were also in charge of the 

orchestra’s fee and decided which musicians could s tay and 
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which should go. To the more radical-thinking union s they were 

the closest collaborators of theatre directors and were thus 

partially culpable for the exploitation of musician s. For the 

most moderate organizations, the stage was simply n ot the 

place for protest. 'To strike upon the platform, in  full view 

of the audience, is, no doubt, going very far,' the  LOA wrote 

in its Gazette . 'As things go here, we believe that orchestral 

players will say that the concert platform is not t he place 

for a strike,' the article concluded. 38 The impact of the event 

was thus considerable as it forced musicians’ assoc iations to 

take side and, for some of them, to radicalize thei r discourse 

and actions.  

Although the AMU and the SADLM waved their unionist  flag 

high, until the early twentieth century, British an d French 

unions limited most of their actions to the judicia ry field, 

patching, where possible, the lack of regulations o n the work 

of musicians and the abuse this situation implied. To my 

knowledge too, they never protested directly on the  stage, 

preferring to boycott theatres and demonstrate on t he street 

with the common worker. In October 1902 French musi cians 

launched their first general strike in Paris, to ob tained 

better wages. The Fédération des Artistes Musiciens ,  

responsible for the action, received encouragements  from the 

American Federation of Musicians who called for the  solidarity 

of European musicians. And this is exactly what hap pened. 

Amongst others, the AMU wrote a letter to the Fédération 

asking for a list of the composers who opposed them . Their 

branch in Hull having heard that Mr Saint-Saëns was  opposing 
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the strike unanimously voted to refuse to play his work. 39 

British artistes followed the French initiative in 1907, in 

what became known as ‘the music-hall war’. 40 Interestingly, the 

success of the French movement was mainly due to th e large 

participation of respectable and qualified instrume ntalists. 

In fact, the strike struggled to catch on in the po pular music 

halls and cafés-concerts . On the contrary, the success of the 

British action was due to the unions’ strength with in the 

popular music domain.  

The AMU closely collaborated with the Variety Artis tes’ 

Federation and the National Association of Theatric al 

Employees, which meant that instrumentalists, as we ll as 

performers and theatre workers were united. They dr afted a 

common ‘Charter of the National Alliance’, asking f or better 

wages and working conditions, and decided on the bo ycott of 

any theatre that refused to comply with their deman ds. 41 In 

London, twenty-two theatres were forced to close do wn in 

result of the strike. It lasted one month with mass  pickets 

and celebrity speaking tours. Indeed, the ‘vocal’ s upport of 

many music-hall stars such as Marie Lloyd, Little T ich or Gus 

Elen was a deciding factor. Their fame helped publi cize the 

movement and bring the support of the public who re alized, 

perhaps for the first time, that musicians did not all enjoy a 

wealthy and glamorous life. A union’s poster could read: 

‘Support the Stars who are supporting their less fo rtunate 

Fellow-Artistes’. 

 

The International Confederation of Musicians 
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Not satisfied with influencing one another, French,  British 

and American musicians’ unions sought to establish strong 

international connections with each other. The type  of 

informal dialogues described previously turned into  official 

transnational cooperation in the early years of the  twentieth 

century. In 1901, the International Artistes’ Lodge  (IAL) was 

formed. It gathered stage artistes’ associations re presenting 

the interest not only of singers but also actors, c omedians, 

acrobats, animal tamers, etc. Three years later the  

International Confederation of Musicians (ICM) was founded in 

France and this time it mainly grouped unions repre senting 

instrumentalists. J.B. Williams of the British AMU made an 

enthusiastic speech in Paris on this subject. As ma ny 

musicians went to work abroad, he explained, cooper ation on an 

international level was essential in order to creat e peaceful 

relations between musicians and thus contribute to the 

advancement of their condition. ‘Musicians cannot a nd mustn’t 

think about borders,’ he claimed. ‘The interests of  each 

musician, whatever his nationality, must be the com mon 

interests of every musicians’. 42  

The competition of foreign musicians was as problem atic 

for unions as that of amateur musicians. Internatio nal 

alliances could only be beneficial for all. The pos sibility of 

imposing a standard European wage via the Internati onal 

Confederation was investigate thoroughly but ultima tely turned 

out to be a dead end. Nevertheless, the ICM and the  IAL made 

it possible for musicians to consult the rates offe red in the 

country they were travelling to. In this manner the y could 
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ensure that their employer paid them correctly and that they 

were not unfairly contending with local professiona ls.  

Only a few months after the creation of the ICM, th e 

American Federation of Musicians wrote an open lett er to 

European musicians via the Confederation’s bureau. Following a 

conflict in New York, the city’s directors were thr eatening to 

employ European musicians if American musicians did  not accept 

the conditions they were offered. The AFM asked Eur opean 

musicians to put into practice their solidarity and  refuse any 

offer coming from New York. The AFM’s letter and th e 

directors’ ultimatum were fully reproduced in Frenc h and 

British unions’ journals and the dispute ended favo urably for 

American musicians. 43  

 

Conclusion 

The industrialization of music created problematic working 

conditions for musicians. Paradoxically, it also pr ovided the 

tools to tackle those changes. The musical milieu w as a world 

of extremes. Famous music-hall singers toured the w orld and 

made a fortune whilst anonymous orchestral musician s struggled 

to make a living from their art. Nevertheless the 

internationalized nature of the music industry mean t that 

despite specific cultural contexts, the musical dom ain was 

experiencing similar challenges and ultimately, it was 

unifying. In particular, the mobility of performing  musicians 

allowed them to develop a greater sense of belongin g, beyond 

traditional national boarders. It was then that tra nsnational 
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militant interactions and cooperation became possib le. For the 

same reasons, transnational artistic exchanges also  increased.  

Militant transfers, like musical transfers, can som etimes 

be clearly analysed. The rules of admission of the 1901 

Parisian Chambre Sydicale des Artistes Musiciens were thus 

overtly based on the status of the 1893 Amalgamated  Musicians 

Unions. In other instances, the line between inspir ation and 

additional encouragements is very slim. The varying  natures of 

industrial relations at a national level, and the r elative 

sizes of musicians’ unions, also meant that not eve ry system, 

not every solution could be strictly applicable. Th us, British 

and American musicians attempted to solve conflicts  theatre by 

theatre, forging alliances locally where they were needed. On 

the contrary, French unions attempted to gain legal  

recognition on a national level and for this reason  joined a 

national industrial confederation. But whereas the British 

Musicians’ Union founded in 1921 united all musicia ns, from 

the classically trained singer to the self-taught 

instrumentalists, French artistic unions have, unti l this day, 

always preferred to stay divided. We observed furth er 

differences with the case of direct action. French musicians 

sought the support of respectable composers when Br itish 

musicians instrumentalized the role of music-hall c elebrities. 

The opposite would have been extremely unlikely and  certainly 

totally inefficient.  

In any case, through their journals, unions were ab le at 

least to bring enthusiasm and hope to their members . The 

advancement of American musicians, in particular, w as a 
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constant source of motivation for British and Frenc h unions. 

The creation of the International Confederation of Musicians 

in 1904 proved that the interest of musicians for t heir 

foreign colleagues was not just a passing phase and  that, in 

an industry characterized by strong transnational r elations, 

an international confederation represented the ulti mate 

militant tool. According to Serge Wolikow and Miche l 

Cordillot, ‘internationalism far from being the sim ple 

negative consequence of nationalism,’ is in fact ‘p resent from 

the very origin of national organisation’. 44 As we have 

demonstrated this is certainly true of early musici ans’ 

unions. 
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